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Calendar app desktop

Regardless of your discipline, calendar apps are something that every creative needs. Let's face it, even if you have amazing memory, it can still be tricky to follow every thing day in and day out. This all-important client meeting. These are several deadlines. That pub lunch with a longtime collaborator. This flight. This gig. This conference. That package you
have to stick to. You prefer a paper version? Check out our roundup of the best wall calendars and desktop calendars for 2020.Black Friday deals: see all the best deals right now! The best calendar apps put it all in front of you, no matter what you're using, and send you reminders in case you forgot to search. And this could mean the difference between a
lost customer and a retained customer; new job or missed opportunity. For this reason, pretty much every device these days comes with a calendar app that covers all the basics. These include creating and editing events easily, viewing all your records in day, week, and month view, and setting up reminders so you never miss an appointment. But while
these standard calendar apps are competent, some of us need a slightly thinner check or something special, and so a number of competing third-party applications have grown to fill the gap. In this post, we've selected six of the best calendar apps around (be sure to see our rounding up of the best iPad apps and the best Apple Watch apps for designers
too). The start of the new year is the perfect time to start designing good habits, so why not download one of these amazing calendar apps today, and start your life and work nicely organized over the next 12 months? Fantastical 2 uses very high-end natural language editing to speed up record creation (Image credit: Flexbits)Platform: Mac, iPhone, iPad,
Apple Watch | Price: $49.99/£48.99 (Mac), $4.99/£4.99 (iPhone/Apple Watch), $9.99/£9.99 (iPad) | Free trial: 21 days Of Natural language processingSyncs seamlessly transferred to devices Apple only expensiveIf you find Apple's built-in calendar a little and clunky (as many do), then we cordially recommend splashing a little money on Fantastical 2. It's just
so much more user-friendly, unspoiled and intuitive whether you want to add new events to your calendar, change existing events or see what comes out the next day, week, month or year. Moreover, it uses natural language processing to understand what you are writing, often with just a few keystrokes. Reminders work in a logical and thoughtful way, and
we like how it displays the inline map of the location presented by the event. It integrates nicely with your iCloud and Google accounts too, plus it has great voice support. Perhaps most importantly, the Fantastical 2 works smoothly across mac, iPhone, iPad and Apple Watch. Note, however, that you must pay for each of these and download separate
applications that may significant cost. That means if you spend a lot of time Editing calendar events and all your devices sit in the Apple ecosystem, it should save you a lot of time, effort and frustration in return. Plus you can take out a 21-day free trial to find out if you like it before committing. Customize the look and feel of your Android calendars with
Business Calendar 2 (Image credit: Timepage)Platform: Android 4.4+ | Price: Free version of ads; Pro version $6.99 | Free trial: NoVery customizableEasy to manage multiple calendarsOnly Android usersAds free versionThe first thing we should say about Business Calendar 2 is that while it's aimed for commercial use, there's no reason you can't use wider
life events as well or instead. And indeed, we recommend you to do this if you are an Android user because it is really very good; we claim that it even has an edge over a very capable Google Calendar app. Why? Largely because, in addition to expertly handling all the basics (providing a clear overview of appointments, making it easier to manage multiple
calendars and providing support for Google, Outlook, and Exchange calendars), it's highly customizable. In other words, you can tweak the look and feel your calendars using a variety of presented themes and widgets that are very easy to use. While Business Calendar 2 has a (relatively small) fee, we argue that it's worth the cost of that to have greater
control over the submission of your calendars to suit your personal needs. And if you're not sure, there's a simple ad-based version that's free, so you can try it before you buy. Timepage has a beautiful interface and offers several unique ways to view your calendar and other information (Image credit: Timepage)Platform: iPhone, iPad, Apple Watch | Price:
$1.99/month or $11.99/year | Free trial: 7 daysEstheally pleasingUical viewing optionsNot freeOnly iOSIf you're hunting for a calendar app with a real aesthetic appeal, then check out the iOS app Timepage. The brainchild of Moleskine, the Italian manufacturers of the world's most stylish laptops, it boasts a beautifully restrained, elegantly minimalist interface.
And it's a pretty fabulous app with both functionality too. We especially like the flexibility in how you can view your dates. For example, on your mobile, split screen mode allows you to view your calendar and other apps at the same time. On the desktop, you can expand the month view in full screen, allowing you to see up to six weeks at a time. There are
also double view options that allow you to see things like your agenda and timeline, day weather and week weather, event details and timeline, side by side. You can also personalize your timeline by selecting the number of days you'll see and alternately overshadowing weeks, weekends, or pasts. As you'd expect from the iOS app, Timepage supports Siri,
syncs with other calendars like Google, Outlook, Exchange, Facebook, and CalDAV, and integrates them with Apple's today's views. If you plan many meetings, go-to calendar app (Image credit: Knitted)Platform: iOS, Mac, Windows, web | Price: Free | Free trial: NoSmart templates Built-in meeting schedulesFreeNo Android versionOur favorite calendar app
for organizing meetings is a relatively new scene. The knitted was launched in 2018 by former Facebook execs Timothy Campos and Burc Arpat, who wanted to connect the calendar app with smart scheduling features, powered by AI and natural language processing. Dubbed the calendar app occupied by professionals, Knitted is completely free to
download from Mac, iOS and Windows, and also works in the browser. The app integrates with Google's Gmail and G Suite accounts, while microsoft outlook and Office 365 integration will soon be enabled. Winner of the 2019 Akse Award, this smart tool with every stage of the meeting life cycle, from planning, planning and preparation to an actual meeting
and subsequent follow-up in a way that is completely intuitive. For example, it parses emails sent to you and allows you to accept the suggestion and schedule the event with one click. If you don't plan a lot of meetings, then Knitted isn't probably the best calendar app for you, but if you do, it should save you a lot of time and energy. My Study life is the perfect
calendar app for anyone who participates in education. (Image credit: My Study of Life) Platform: iPhone, Android, Windows 8, Windows Phone, Chrome | Price: Free | Free trial: NoEducational focusFreeReminders feature limited Desktop appIf you either learn or teach, and your main need for a calendar app is to keep up to date with your academic
schedule, it's a good idea to use a specially designed app. And our favorite must be My Learning Life. Rotation schedules, appointment deadlines, review schedules, exam dates, conditions and semesters can be difficult to monitor. But this cross-platform app has all these concepts in your DNA, saving you the kind of long configuration you'd put on more
vanilla calendar apps. My Study Life is available online or as a mobile app for Android, iOS, and Windows phones. And best of all, it's free to use. The biggest downside of My Study of Life is that you can't set reminders very far ahead, which is a lot of complaining about the shortcomings we hope they fix soon. Any.Do is a combination of the to-do list app and
calendar app, and works with an entire eye-popping range of devices (Image credit: Any.do)Platform: Mac, Window, iPhone, iPad, Android, Apple Watch, Wear OS, Siri, Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Chrome, Slack | Price: Free version, premium version $5.99 per month (bill every year) | Free trial: NoProductivity featuresAddedading the free version of
the limitedFirefox extension yet, if your main reason you need a calendar app is to keep on top of tasks, then we recommend you Any.Do try. It is essentially a productivity tool and calendar app in one, and makes a very good two functions in a way that is practical idea. Any.do started life as a to-do list app, it added a calendar with a personal assistant in
2016. The current version can be synchronized across multiple devices and existing calendar apps, including Google Calendar, iCloud, and Outlook, allowing you to import events and organize your to-dos, lists, and reminders in one app. Any.do standout feature is how many platforms it supports: not just mac, Windows, iOS and Android, but a variety of
next-gen devices, the Apple Watch, Amazon Alexa, and there's even a slack extension. There is a free Any.Do, but you need to upgrade the premium scheme, which is billed per month to unlock the best features. These include color codet, so you can see and feel the look and feel of your calendars and events the way you like, as well as location-based
reminders and unlimited attachments. Read more:
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